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ghosts

Suizenji Park by Chase Sutherland

As Kumamoto is a big prefecture, we have an area system to help JETs get support with a local focus.

Each area is headed by Area Leaders—JETs who live in your area and can provide advice on local amenities
and strengthen the local JET community. Here are messages from your 2019-2020 Area Leaders!
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Catherine Burke
❤ Onsens and cafes

2nd year ALT

Hello all! I am an ES/JHS ALT from Virginia, US. I like
to have fun, especially if the fun involves any of these
alliterative words: conversation, coffee, cuisine, cats,
karaoke! I’m involved in a local women’s chorus, so if
any of you are interested in singing, please let me
know. If you want to talk about school, work, life, or
something random, I have some listening ears right
here. Let’s get excited for this new year on JET!

Laura Weatherhead

2nd year ALT
❤ The sea, mountains, flowers and friendliness of the people
Hey everyone. Laura here! I’m an Australian JET based
in Hondo, Amakusa. To all you fresh JETs, welcome to
Kumamoto! I may be biased, but Amakusa is the best
placement. The islands simply breathe “wild”, and the
community is so welcoming. It may be far from any big
city, but it’s worth it. When I’m not travelling or being
active, I can be found gaming, reading, or chilling at a
café. I’ve still got a lot to learn, but if anyone wants an
adventure/café buddy, or needs anything at all I’ll try to
help however I can!
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James Davenport

2nd year ALT

Hello everyone, my name is James Davenport, and I am a
second year ALT placed in Ubuyama-mura, a petit village
deep in the Kujuu mountains near Aso City. In Aso, there is
plenty of access to nature for hiking and very fresh food. My
favorite places to hike are Aso Volcano and the Kujuu
mountains. The best food in Ubuyama has to be our yogurt.
You can buy it at Ubuyama Farm and it's amazing. In Aso, the
meat is excellent. The air and water are very clean and the
people are extremely friendly. I am from Pennsylvania, USA
and 23 years old. I majored in International Relations and love
international politics. My hobbies are hiking, playing video
games, listening to music and playing taiko. My advice to you
is to enjoy your experience, say yes to many things in the
beginning, have an open mind and do not compare yourself to
other JETS. This is an amazing opportunity so please make the
most of it. I look forward to meeting all of you.

Miriam Horsley

2nd year ALT

❤ I love the nature in Aso! Bonus points: you can pet the cows.

Hi, everyone! My name is Miriam. My personality can
be summed up in the phrase, "adult in theory, dreamer
in practice, hobbit at heart." I like nature photography,
writing, languages, coffee, and making questionable café
drinks with my limited barista skills. I'm excited to
spend the next year with you all, and hope we'll have
some fun adventures together!
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Raleigh Hooks

2nd year ALT
❤ My favorite thing about the Kuma area is the Kuma River. Our area is so
beautiful and green. I also love driving around the area.
I’m from Pensacola (Gulf Breeze), Florida. I’m 24 years old. I love playing
and listening to music. I was in a band with my siblings, The Real Hooks,
for 9 years before coming to Japan. I’m the youngest one, and I play the
drums. When I go back to the US, I want to become a pilot in the Air
Force.

Carla Petite

2nd year ALT

Hi, I’m Carla and I’m from the island of Jamaica. I’m a lover of life, with
what my friends call a spicy personality (it’s a blessing and a curse; you
either love me or hate me). I fell in love with the Kuma area because of
its lush scenery and its friendly and hospitable people. The serene
environs, the beautiful mountains and the greenery is just simply
breath-taking. It warms my heart every time I drive home from a big city.
Plus, the people here have been so kind and inviting, they have truly
made adjusting to my new home easier. A WHOLE-HEARTED welcome
to Kumamoto and especially to my Kuma-Gun JETs, welcome to your
new home. Nuff love and walk good!

Chase Sutherland

4th year ALT

Hiya, I’m Chase, nice to meet you! In August I’ll be a 4th year JET here in Kumamoto City. The city has a lot of great places, but I’d have to say my
favorite one is a café called “Gluck Coffee Spot.” If I’m not lounging at a café I like bouldering, hiking, yoga, film photography, and riding my
motorcycle. Oh, and onsens! Can’t beat a relaxing dip in an onsen after a long hike. There’s lots of fun things in Kumamoto, so if you need a
recommendation or would like to join me sometime then let me know. Best of luck this year!

Kelli Yogi

2nd year ALT
❤ Produce is fresh, unlimited places to explore, beautiful nature, kind and quirky people, and Kumamon!!!
Welcome to Kumamoto! First, a tidbit about me. I am 4th-Generation Japanese-Korean-American. I love playing lacrosse, skiing, traveling, taking
care of my goldfish and a plethora of plants, and feeding my friends. I hope you can also find a second home here in this wonderful part of Japan.
There’s so much to do here if you love nature, random activities, and good food. I try to visit as many new places as I can and I enjoy exploring
paths less traveled. If you have any questions or just wanna chat, please feel free to contact me!
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Roslyn Humphreys

4th year ALT

Hi, guys. My name is Roslyn. I’m a fourth year ALT from South Africa and
live in Misato, which is more or less south of
Kumamoto City. Misato is an awesome town with a
sign that reads, “Welcome to Misato, the home of
beautiful women and trees.” No jokes. That’s what
it says. Aside from all the tress and beautiful
women, we also have some amazing restaurants
like Sausage Fest. Yes, my town is full of innuendos,
too. We are famous for the 3333 Steps (yes, you
read that correctly), which is the longest stone
staircase in Japan, nay the world. Okay, just in Japan.
Finally, we have the best thing ever - Forest Adventure. You feel like a
pirate or Star-Lord or Laura Croft or whichever adventurer you identify
with most closely.
I am a bit of a jokester and love making people laugh. Adjusting to a new
culture is wonderfully exciting, but also overwhelming. I am always ready to
provide non-judgmental support to my fellow JETs no matter the situation. I
love travelling, so also have a wealth of knowledge on fun things to do
around Kumamoto and Japan. I look forward to meeting you and hope to
make your time in Kumamoto a wonderful experience.

Mika Tejbo

2nd year ALT
❤ STOCK - Kitchen and Things (http://stocklogs.com/). A super cosy restaurant and cafe in my
neck of the woods. The homemade blueberry juice
is refreshing, the coffee is great, and the tasty menu
is inspired from the owners' travels around the
world. They've also begun selling some Swedish
sweets, come and try them!
❤ Mifune Dinosaur Museum (http://www.mifunemuseum.jp/index.php). Small and
good, with an impressive line up of life size replicas in the big hall. On the second
floor one can watch behind glass while the archeologists drill away on real dug up
treasures. Perfect place for a date!

❤ Mizutama Café (https://www.mizutama-cafe.com/cafe0). A real gem deep in the
mountains. Be careful - google maps can lure you on an impossible road, so it's better
to use it in combination with the map on the website! The view is amazing, and you
can actually see Mt Aso in the distance weather permitting! Good food and friendly
owners.
Hi! Who am I? Well, for starters I'm the only one on JET from Sweden, and never in
my life have I talked so much about my own country as at this job. By now I would say
I'm an expert - try me if you want! I like talking and hanging around at cafes and at
home, eating delicious things, going on adventures, and space. I'm located some 100
meters from Miyazaki's prefectural border, with students from both prefectures in my
schools. It is, so to speak, 田舎の田舎 - the countryside of countrysides, cosy! See
you around!

Preston Sangster

4th year ALT
❤ My favorite thing about the Kamimashiki area is the local businesses. I still haven’t run out of new and interesting restaurants
and shops to visit
Your time on JET will fly by. Don’t be afraid to say yes to new things. I’ve never regretted trying something that wasn’t for me, but I have
regretted a missed opportunity for a new experience. Even if you didn’t enjoy something, you made a memory and have a great story to tell
your friends and family. There are so many cool things to do/see/eat while on JET, so make the best of your experience.
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Greg Corbett 3rd year CIR

❤ It's said that Minamata is like a miniature Japan, and that's
what I like most about it. There are mountains, rivers, farmland,
a little downtown area and the sea. My favourite place in
Minamata is the Bamboo Garden in the Eco Park.
❤ I love the climate here and how many different types of citrus
fruits there are! I really like all the local festivals in Minamata
too.
To all the new incoming JETs, welcome to Kumamoto! I'm
currently working as a CIR in Minamata City. I'm from Australia
and I like running and playing the taiko drum. I look forward to
catching up with you at Kumamoto Orientation. Yoroshiku!

Ola Akindes

3rd year ALT

Hello! I am Ola and I come from Ottawa,
Canada. This is my third year on JET and I
teach at Junior and Senior High school and
also at one special needs school. When I'm
not at work, I like singing with my Gospel
choir, I run, hike or cycle periodically and
enjoy eating. I like DIY projects, so I always
have some kind of craft or project going on.
Let's hang out some time!

Alicia Lim

3rd year ALT
❤ I love how beautiful it is!
❤ A bakery called Fujiya (モンブランフジヤ). Their cakes are
great!
❤ The shinkansen station in Minamata. Words cannot begin to
describe how grateful I am for its existence.
To readers: Hi! I was born in Singapore, raised in California,
and am now working in Minamata. I spend my free time
knitting while watching anime (just finished marathoning Mob
Psycho 100) or American dramas (recently, a lot of Criminal
Minds), playing taiko, rereading young adult novels, and going
to concerts (excited to see Taemin soon!). To new JETs: Here
are some words of advice that I’ve tried (but mostly failed) to
follow – say yes to everything (within reason); but at the same
time, don’t be afraid to say no.
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Jenifer Vosper

3rd year ALT
❤ Fresh strawberries from Yokoshima, Renge-in
Temple in Tamana and some of the best onsen
in Kumamoto!
Hi and welcome to Kumamoto, the best
prefecture in Japan. I'm jealous of you getting to
discover all our awesome places and events for
the first time. If you have any questions about
Tamana-gun or northern Kumamoto, just ask!
Enjoy exploring!
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Daniel McCoy

2nd year ALT
❤ One of my favourite places in Yatsushiro is the 777 steps. It is beautiful in the
springtime when the sakura trees bloom. My favourite event in Yatsushiro is the
fireworks festival held in October.
Hi, my name is Daniel. I am from Tasmania, Australia. This is my second year living
in Yatsushiro. I have thoroughly enjoyed living here and exploring everything that
Kyushu has to offer. I am looking forward to meeting everyone!

David Sullivan

2nd year ALT
❤ I really enjoy the laid back atmosphere of my area. You can often go at your own
pace and relax without worrying too much.
Hello everyone, I'm David! I spent the last 10 years of my life as a bartender in
America and came to Japan to start a new adventure! My advice to you is to always
say yes to opportunities offered to you. You can have so much fun branching out,
trying new things, and meeting new people.

Welcome to your
Acquaintance’s dog by Alicia Lim
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さむいですね！
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Illustrations by Alicia Lim
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M

ilky Way’s sleepsong:

Cuckoo nests in starry boughs
Of blooming dogwood
ミズキより

銀河の歌謡
閑古鳥
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Top: Goldenrod Right: Magic Ron Left: Misty cedars
by Miriam Horsley
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Top: Lilies by Alicia Lim

Right: Variegated Camellia Left: Wisteria Trellis
by Miriam Horsley
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NIGHT BUS —
NO PROBLEM!

BY JENIFER

VOSPER

H

ave you ever considered taking the night bus? I booked online with Willer Express (http://
I recently rode the night bus from Fukuoka to willerexpress.com/en/). They operate buses all over
Osaka and I wanted to share my experience Japan, but only from Fukuoka in Kyushu. Their
with everybody because I was so pleasantly website was easy to navigate, they have an
surprised by it and it might be helpful for anyone English section if you don’t fancy trying the
thinking about how to see more of Japan on a Japanese, and you can pay for your booking at
the conbini. I opted for the slightly pricier single
budget!
seat rather than one in a row of four, which cost
I had never traveled on a night bus before and I me a princely 6500 yen. My bus was going to
had a lot of reservations about the space, the leave Osaka at 20:30 on Thursday night, and
noise, the smell, the other passengers and the would arrive at Umeda, Osaka at 07:10 the next
lack of sleep. I think I had notions of backpackers morning. I compared this to riding the
and memories of rugby tour in university when shinkansen and getting a hotel, and realized I
we drove overnight to reach Spain and France would be saving in the region of about 30,000
while drinking and partying (and occasionally yen. It was definitely worth potentially losing a
bit of sleep!
vomiting).
Dddddddddddd d

d

Kitakyushu Bridge
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So after work on that Thursday I had time
to go home, take a shower and change into
some socially acceptable pajamas in
preparation for spending the night on a bus.
It’s easy to get a train to Fukuoka from
Tamana so I rode up and found the bus
station relatively quickly outside Hakata.
The bus station this bus left from was very
fancy; it’s got an onsen and hotel in it! It
reminded me of an airport with clear
departure signs and gates. You can also buy
your tickets for the bus here, so if you need
a last minute ticket, you can just rock up
and ask.
Jj
jj
My bus wasn’t fully booked which was
definitely a good thing. It arrived and the
bus driver checked off our names and
confirmed seat numbers. They were a really
friendly group of ojisan who were still
grinning at 4am. I think they spend their
lives driving up and down the IC together,

so they seem to be good friends. My seat was near
the back of the bus so I found it and settled down.
The one annoying thing about this bus is that it has
curtains with poppers over the windows so you
can’t look out at the scenery. Obviously it’s dark
for most of the trip, but when dawn was breaking
early in the morning I wanted to see! I followed
the example of the child in front and peeked under
the bottom edge for a look.

d

We left on time and we were on our way! The bus
PIZZA
stopped once at Canal City, once at Kokura and then
we were on the “overnight” section of the drive. k
We arrived in Osaka perfectly on time.
Until Kokura there were announcements explaining
There are staff members waiting for you
safety procedures, the stopping procedures and
who can direct you to where you want
announcing stops, but to make sure that people could
to go, because while the bus station is
sleep overnight, they didn’t make any announcements
within walking distance of Osaka station,
after Kokura until we arrived at our first stop in
it is kind of out of the way. I walked from
Kobe at 6am.
d
the bus stop to find my boyfriend in his
I ate my combini dinner in peace and relaxed in my hotel from his work event the night
reclining seat. I’m tall (177cms) and I could nearly before so I could shower, and then it was
d
stretch out full length which was nice. off to USJ for a fun filled day!
The seats against the side are the best
because you can use the window to
lean on, so that’s my recommendation. I
played some games, listened to music,
and fell asleep for surprisingly long
periods of time. I did wake up every
time we stopped, but I enjoyed
stretching my legs and washing my face
to feel a bit fresher.

Altogether I got more and better sleep
than I anticipated, the bus didn’t smell, it
was pretty silent and there was more
than enough space for me. I would
definitely ride the night bus again and
would recommend it to anyone trying to
see more of Japan without spending an
arm and a leg on transport!
d

d

Bus seat (picture from willerexpress.com)
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Fishing in Takamori
My family’s fishing experience at Kisatotaki Natural Fishing Center, Takamori

by Olivia Saputra

W

ho ever thought that there was a river hidden

around Mount Aso that allowed you to fish river fish?
It is actually a natural pond in which the owner put river fish. Then, they
allow visitors to fish as many as they can with a one-time fee (the fee is about
2500-4000 yen per person). Everything you fish can be brought home. Or,
you can ask the fishing center restaurant to cook the fish for you (for an extra
fee). You can have them grilled or fried. The restaurant cooks and sells rice
and soup to go with the cooked fish, but you need to clean the fish yourself.
Fishing around Aso in summer is definitely recommended because the
mountain weather definitely has lower temperature compared to the city. We
spent about 4 hours fishing. We could not catch anything in our first two
hours while others kept catching fish around us. We wondered why. But we
eventually fished a total of 8-9 fish in 4 hours. The restaurant cooked nice
grilled fish for us!
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Photos by Olivia Saputra
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“

B

ut we eventually fished
a total of 8-9 fish in 4 hours.”

Photos by Olivia Saputra
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“

The restaurant cooked
nice grilled fish for us!”
Photos by Olivia Saputra
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Summer in South Kumamoto
A boy pulls red-bellied newts from the surface
Of the mud, to my knees, to my elbows.
Then, a black rat snake,
As we bend double, planting in crooked rows.
Afterwards a feast, enka karaoke.
Pull back to break, beach view, taking the plunge

Into the Kuma river, through the whirlpool rapids.
The drone of my fridge,
My birthday orchid’s petals, falling one by one.
Forgot to water the flowers.
Rain, pouring in a fountain from my roof
A sharp beep jolts me from my sleep.
Level three evacuation warning
Cancelled. The air is humid.
The rain has stopped.
- Hester Mullen
Top: Traditional Rice Planting Bottom: Kumagawa Rafting
by Hester Mullen
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Left: Roller Luge Races Right: Ashikita Marine Park Beach
by Hester Mullen
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Right: Seinendan Nagashi Somen — Nothing says summer in Japan like local festivals and nagashi somen, or "flowing noodles."
Left: Highway Bus Life — Traveling from the middle of the mountains to the center of Kumamoto City. Highway bus life isn't too bad.
by Kira-Ann Hayashi
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Beautiful clear views in Minamiaso
By Kira-Ann Hayashi
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Left: The Shirakawa that runs through Kumamoto City starts here at Shirakawa Fountainhead where natural water gushes out at 60 tons per minute. Right: Shirakawa Shrine
by Kira-Ann Hayashi
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Homecoming
I was first introduced to Kyushu when I was seven years old.

by Miriam Horsley

It was an informal affair; no one properly exchanged names
and there was no bowing or handshaking, no tour guides nor itineraries,
just a kid wandering through the mountains and forests and beaches on
her own. The experience left me with a taste of adventure I’d never had
before, and would inspire many other journeys.
When I first came to Kyushu I was twenty-one, freed from schoolwork
for a few golden days in May and determined to reach every corner of
Japan before I had to fly back home. The trip was poorly planned but
flawlessly executed, and well-documented in memory and photographs.
At the time, I thought I was seeing everything with fresh eyes.

humidity

I was then twenty-two when I moved my life to Kyushu, oppressive
August heat and terror of the unknown seeping into my suit jacket as I
emerged from the airport with bags half as large as myself. I didn’t know
much about Kumamoto and knew even less about Aso—Google had
told me that it was a city in a volcanic sinkhole called a caldera, that the
population density was 72 people per square kilometer, and that it was
right next to the largest active volcano in Japan—yet I had jumped
headfirst into a new life here, brushing off family quips about Pompeii
and Kimi no Na wa while trying to calculate how often Mt. Aso blew up.
Somewhere deep down, the longing for adventure had led me back
home.
I just didn’t know it yet.
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Were I to talk to my seven-year-old self, she would
probably call me an idiot. While “somewhere deep down”
I knew the mountains and volcanoes and cedar forests I
had come to live in, absolutely nowhere deep down did it
register in my memory. Instead, I took everything in as if
it were brand new. Looking back, it feels like a privilege
to see such scenery for the first time, twice.

I remember well the day I came: sitting in the back of the car as it
snaked up the mountains, feeling vaguely sick from nerves and
switchbacks, and wondering what I had gotten myself into. As we
crested the mountains I took a mental picture, trying to slot the image

“Welcome

to The Legend of Zelda,”
my Area Leader joked...

of the caldera into memory—it felt strange to call it home, as if the
image wasn’t compatible with my preexisting mental album. Instead, I
had to make a new one: “Home, Japan Edition.”
“Welcome to The Legend of Zelda,” my Area Leader joked when the
whole expanse came into view. She wasn’t wrong. Trees blanketed the
rising hills and cliffs all around the crater, sprawling fairy forests
throughout the highlands, and when they gave way to flatland the
patchwork of paddies could have been Hyrule. Far across the caldera
the barren slopes of Death Mountain emerged, rocky and jagged, from
the trees, and the quiet smoke signals from beyond the peaks seemed
like a welcome and a caution. The towns, crowded between the fields
and the mountains, may have been called Kakariko Village or Tarrey
Town. Beautiful, but utterly foreign. I couldn’t imagine I would one
day be able to orient myself inside the circle of mountains, and for a
long moment it felt as if I had entered a fantasy world.
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ghosts
Sometimes it still feels that way, when the mist pours from the mountains
like water or when I can see the rays of sunlight filtering through the trees
on my way to work. At night, when it’s quiet and you can see the stars
(and smell the cows) or when the clouds, heavy with rain, cast patterns on
the fields. When light scatters through the fog in the highlands and arches
rainbows across the sky, like the day I arrived. “No matter what comes
my way,” I had thought at the time, “At least I live somewhere beautiful.”
It isn’t always as easy to remember that these days, like when I wake up
early to find a giant house centipede in my sink or when my students
forget to use past tense for the fourth time in a row. But thankfully those
mountains, the trees and fields, are always nearby, waiting for me to notice
and be reminded that I was blessed with a lot when I got placed here.
They also waited quite patiently for me to recognize them again.
Ironically, it was deep in the wintertime when my memory began to
emerge from hibernation, waking in time to see snow dusting the golden
mountain grasses and the cedars shivering in December’s bitter chill. I
was staving off the cold and the boredom under my kotatsu one evening
when I found an interesting little article on my phone: a comparison of
Pokémon regions with real-world landmarks. Suddenly, Aso felt a lot
more familiar than I remembered.

“No matter what comes my way,”
I had thought at that time,
humidity

“At least I live somewhere beautiful.”
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Kusasenri

When I was seven, my father gave me Pokémon Sapphire for
Christmas. He told me he stood in line all night to get the very first
copy of it, and I was young enough to believe he meant it was the first
one in the world. I, new to the series, had no idea what to expect from
the game when I booted it up. While I was young enough to have no
concept of type advantages or strategic teams I was old enough to
stumble my way through the story again and again, becoming
acquainted with the paths of Petalburg Woods, the caves of Meteor
Falls, and the ropeway of Mt. Chimney. The wonder those places held
for me became part of the lifelong passion I found in the series, and
while I may now see them through nostalgia glasses, the impression
they left on me was unmistakable.
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ghosts
Especially important in the game’s story and some of the biggest landmarks in the
region Mt. Chimney and its surrounding routes. Trundling through ash-covered
Sootopolis, evading absurd amounts of Spindas in search of a Skarmory and
getting jumped by kid ninjas. Ascending the volcano in the cable car, prepared to
meet the dastardly Team Aqua that waited at the peak. Following the trails down
to Lavaridge Town and soaking in the hot springs before facing the gym leader.
As a kid from flat, corn-fielded Nowhere, Illinois, these were some of the things I
found most memorable, as they couldn’t have been more different from what I
knew. Years later, roasting under a kotatsu in the middle of winter, it occurred to
me that life had come full-circle: I was living in Lavaridge Town.

...it occurred to me that life
had come full-circle:

I was living in Lavaridge Town.
Mt. Aso from Higotai Park

Asking Google proved me right. While the overall landscapes and locations of
Pokémon Sapphire are generally based on Kyushu at a 90 degree tilt, Mt. Chimney
can’t be mistaken as anything other than Mt. Aso, right down to the steaming,
sulfury water within its peak. The cable car was another hint, though the real
thing is now closed, and grey Sootopolis could be inspired by the occasional
eruption that rains ash over the caldera. The only ways to reach Lavaridge are
over a cliff, through a tunnel, or over the volcano—travel methods also accurate
to life, as is the ratio of elderly people living in the town. The more I looked into
it, the more ridiculous I found the whole thing: for a place I didn’t know anything
about, I was very, very familiar with Aso.

humidity

Being a small-town girl from a flyover state, I had never seen my hometown
interpreted through media before. All the cinematic masterpieces have been
inspired and filmed elsewhere, which I can’t fault anybody for. But I’ve come to
find myself in the opposite position; I now live in the HD 1080p reality of what
was before a pixelated world. I suppose I can fault the sixteen-year-old graphics
when I say my initial impression was less visually stunning than the real thing, but
the fact that I’m living inside my childhood dream deepens the appreciation I have
for my placement. It’s odd to have nostalgia for somewhere you have never been,
but it feels that way in Aso sometimes, as if seven-year-old me looked into a
screen and saw the future instead. So many years later, I came back to a place I
loved without ever having been there.
Somehow, knowing that felt as if I had finally settled into life in Japan.
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There are good days and bad days here, just like there are
good days and bad days anywhere else in the world, and
there are times when the forests and mountains fade into a
green screen of normalcy. Sometimes the inaka gets to me,
with its lack of a Starbucks and the cultural exhaustion that
comes from functioning in Japanese all day, then only
having my gecko roommate for evening company. But
there are also days where the sun streams through the cloud
cover, highlighting the emerald slopes and cedars that curl
around the caldera. Days when the warmth of spring
breathes life into the wild na no ha, blanket of flowers
rolling like a golden ocean beneath the camellia orchards.
Even days where, rarest of all, my students remember to
use a plural noun after the verb “to like.” And it’s
beautiful.
Since arriving in Aso I have learned a lot about the caldera
and about myself. I have watched the seasons grow and
change and me with them, and now when I come over
those mountains I see familiar buildings and fond
memories framed by the peaks of Mt. Aso. More than ever
I would consider myself lucky to live here, if only for a
time. Not just because is a stunningly unique place whose
people are warm and whose students have fun teaching me
as much as I teach them, but because I have the chance to
relive part of the wonder that inspired me to explore the
farthest reaches of the globe.

humidity

When I look at the mountains outside my window,
sometimes I want to go back to my first Pokémon game.
It’s been many years and many adventures since I last
played, but I know that world now better than ever, and
when I reach Lavaridge I don't think I could help but smile.

Twilight view of Aso

I have watched the seasons grow and change
and me with them,
and now when I come over those mountains
I see familiar buildings and fond memories

framed by the peaks of Mt. Aso.

After all, it will feel like coming home.
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Tsuedatae Onsen Koinobori
by Chase Sutherland
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Trip to Kagoshima

Clockwise from top left:
Sakurajima, In the arcade, Crepe Machine,
Street View
by Alicia Lim
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Left, top: Homemade (not by me) suppon, or soft-shelled turtle soup
Bottom: View from my apartment during the heavy rains
by Alicia Lim
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Top: Clouds breaking up after the rain
Bottom: View from my apartment when it’s not raining
by Alicia Lim
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